English Planning
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

This week’s story is ‘The Rainbow Fish’ by
Marcus Pfister.

Did you enjoy The Rainbow Fish?

Do you remember Percy the Park Keeper from
the story, One Snowy Night?

As usual, let’s look at the cover of the book
first and see what this might tell us about the
story.

 Can you say why?

Which parts of the story made you feel happy?

Do you think The Rainbow Fish is
kind, friendly and good at sharing
too?

Which parts of the story made you feel sad or
unhappy?

 Again, can you say why?

These pictures show parts of the story that
made me ‘feel’ happy and unhappy. Can you
match the pictures to the correct feeling –
happy or unhappy?

Was Percy the Park Keeper always kind? Was
he good at sharing all the way through the
story?

What did he say when the little blue
fish asked him to come and play?

Did he share his lunch?

What can you see?
A fish. What does it look like?
2.

When the animals wanted somewhere warm to
sleep on that cold, snowy night, did Percy let
them stay with him or did he tell them to ‘go
away!’

Friday
Well, yesterday I think we thought The
Rainbow Fish wasn’t very friendly! Is he
unfriendly all the way through the story or
does he change and become kinder?
To help us remember, let’s watch this super
animation of The Rainbow Fish that really
does bring the story and characters to life!
https://nteysis.org.uk/story-time-the-rainbowfish/
What do you think? Does The Rainbow Fish
become kinder? Does the story have a happy
ending?

Yes, he shared his lunch didn’t he? You can tell
he was happy to share his lunch from the big
smile on his face in the picture!

1.

Where do you think it is swimming? In the sea
or in a fish tank?

Thursday
.
Yesterday, we decided that Percy the
Park Keeper was kind, friendly and
good at sharing.

Well, he didn’t say anything and just
swam away. Was that a friendly thing
to do?
What happened when the little blue
fish asked The Rainbow Fish for one
of his shiny scales?

Yes, of course it does! In fact, I think it is the
perfect way to finish this half term!
Next week is a holiday week and I think you
all deserve a good rest because you have
worked really hard this half term. Look at all
the stories you have read and thought about
in our English lessons!

How do you think the story will start?
Well, let’s find out. Are you ready? Then I will
begin the story. [See video upload for the
reading of the story]

You are right! He was kind and shared his warm
hut and all the animals found a cosy bed to
sleep in!
3.

Wow! You should all be very proud of
yourselves! Have a great week off!
4.

Tomorrow, we will think about The Rainbow
Fish and whether he was kind and good at
sharing! What do you think?

Do you think The Rainbow Fish was
being kind and friendly at these
moments in the story?

